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Management of solitary 1 cm to 2 cm liver nodules in
patients with compensated cirrhosis: A decision analysis
Karen E Bremner BSc1, Ahmed M Bayoumi MD MSc2,3,4, Morris Sherman MB BCh PhD4,5, Murray D Krahn MD MSc1,3,4,5,6
KE Bremner, AM Bayoumi, M Sherman, MD Krahn.
Management of solitary 1 cm to 2 cm liver nodules in patients
with compensated cirrhosis: A decision analysis. Can J
Gastroenterol 2007;21(8):491-500.
OBJECTIVES: Current guidelines, based on expert opinion, recommend that suspected 1 cm to 2 cm hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
detected on screening be biopsied and, if positive, treated (eg, resection or transplantation). Alternative strategies are immediate treatment or observation until disease progression occurs.
METHODS: A Markov decision model was developed that compared three management strategies – immediate resection, biopsy and
resection if positive, and ultrasound surveillance every three months
until disease progression – for a single 1 cm to 2 cm liver nodule suspicious for HCC following ultrasound screening and computed
tomography confirmation. The cohort included 55-year-old patients
with compensated cirrhosis and no significant comorbidities. The
model used in the present study incorporated the probabilities of
false-positive and false-negative results, needle-track seeding, HCC
recurrence, cirrhosis progression and death. The quality-adjusted
life expectancy (LE) and the unadjusted LE were evaluated and the
model’s strength was assessed with sensitivity analyses.
RESULTS: In the base case analysis, biopsy, resection and surveillance yielded an unadjusted LE of 60.5, 59.7 and 56.6 months,
respectively, and a quality-adjusted LE of 46.6, 45.6 and 43.8
months, respectively. In probabilistic sensitivity analyses, biopsy was
the preferred strategy 69.5% of the time, resection 30.5% of the time
and surveillance never. Resection was the optimal decision if the
sensitivity of biopsy was very low (less than 0.45) or if the accuracy
of the imaging tests resulted in a high percentage of HCC-positive
patients (greater than 76%) in the screened cohort, as with expert
interpretation of triphasic computed tomography.
CONCLUSIONS: The present model suggests that biopsy is the
preferred management strategy for these patients. When postimaging
probability of HCC is high or pathology expertise is lacking, resection is the best alternative. Surveillance is never the optimal strategy.

La prise en charge de nodules hépatiques
solitaires de 1 cm à 2 cm chez des patients
atteints de cirrhose compensée : Une analyse
décisionnelle

Key Words: Decision analysis; Hepatic resection; Hepatocellular
carcinoma; Liver cirrhosis

OBJECTIFS : Les lignes directrices actuelles, fondées sur l’avis d’experts,
recommandent que les carcinomes hépatocellulaires (CHC) présumé de
1 cm à 2 cm décelés au dépistage fassent l’objet d’une biopsie et soient
traités lorsqu’ils sont positifs (p. ex., résection ou greffe). D’autres stratégies consistent à procéder à un traitement immédiat ou à poursuivre l’observation jusqu’à ce que la maladie évolue.
MÉTHODOLOGIE : On a mis au point un modèle décisionnel de
Markov pour comparer trois stratégies de prise en charge (résection immédiate, biopsie suivie d’une résection en présence de résultats positifs et
surveillance par échographie) tous les trois mois jusqu’à l’apparition d’un
seul nodule hépatique de 1 cm à 2 cm susceptible d’être un CHC après
confirmation par échographie et tomodensitométrie. La cohorte était formée de patients de 55 ans atteints d’une cirrhose compensée, sans comorbidités importantes. Le modèle utilisé dans la présente étude intégrait les
probabilités de résultats faux positifs et faux négatifs, d’ensemencement
par piqûre d’aiguille, de récurrence du CHC, d’évolution de la cirrhose et
de décès. On a évalué l’espérance de vie (EV) pondérée par la qualité de
l’existence et l’EV non rajustée ainsi que la solidité du modèle au moyen
d’analyses de sensibilité.
RÉSULTATS : Dans l’analyse du scénario de référence, la biopsie, la
résection et la surveillance ont donné lieu à une EV non rajustée de 60,5,
59,7 et 56,6 mois, respectivement, et à une EV pondérée par la qualité de
l’existence de 46,6, 45,6 et 43,8 mois, respectivement. Dans les analyses
probabilistes de sensibilité, la biopsie était la stratégie favorisée dans
65, 9% des cas, la résection, dans 30,5 % des cas et la surveillance, dans
aucun cas. La résection était la décision optimale lorsque la sensibilité de
la biopsie était très faible (moins de 0,45) ou que les tests d’imagerie donnaient un fort pourcentage de patients positifs au CHC (plus de 76 %) au
sein de la cohorte dépistée, tout comme l’interprétation de la tomodensitométrie triphasique par des experts.
CONCLUSIONS : D’après le présent modèle, la biopsie est la stratégie
de prise en charge favorisée pour ces patients. Lorsque la probabilité de
CHC est élevée après l’imagerie ou en l’absence de compétences en
pathologie, la résection devient la meilleure solution. La surveillance
n’est jamais la stratégie optimale.

epatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common
cancer in the world and its incidence correlates with the
prevalence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus
(HCV) infections (1). Over 80% of patients with HCC have
liver cirrhosis (2,3) and HCC is the leading cause of death
among patients with cirrhosis (4).
Unfortunately, by the time clinical symptoms are evident,
HCC is often untreatable because of tumour size or number,

extensive involvement of the liver, invasion of the portal or
hepatic veins, or advanced liver cirrhosis (5-8). For this reason, surveillance by ultrasound (US) of patients with compensated cirrhosis followed by confirmation using computed
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging of a suspicious mass has become an accepted practice among hepatologists (5,9-11). Published guidelines are available to guide the
investigation of any solid lesion that is not a hemangioma
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(10,12,13). Lesions smaller than 1 cm are unlikely to be HCC
and should be observed at intervals until they either disappear
or enlarge. Lesions larger than 2 cm can be confidently diagnosed as HCC if they exhibit typical vascularity during the
arterial phase of a dynamic imaging procedure such as a CT
scan or magnetic resonance imaging (12-15). Nodules of 1 cm
to 2 cm may be early and well-differentiated HCC but they
often have imaging characteristics similar to some cirrhotic
and dysplastic nodules, making them difficult to diagnose (10).
Therapy of these small lesions may produce survival advantages over treatment of larger HCCs (16).
The guidelines for the management of HCC issued by the
European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) in
2001 (12) suggest that lesions between 1 cm and 2 cm should
be biopsied and resection should be offered if the biopsy confirms HCC. However, this recommendation was supported by
expert opinion rather than evidence. Liver biopsy has a high
false-negative rate, especially in a cirrhotic liver (8,17), and
also carries risks of mortality and morbidity, including tumour
seeding in the needle track (18). The guidelines also state that
liver resection is the treatment of choice in most centres for
patients with preserved liver function (Child-Pugh class A
cirrhosis). A more recent set of guidelines published by the
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases
(AASLD) (13) indicated that for patients with a lesion smaller
than 2 cm with preserved liver function, the chosen treatment
should be resection. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is
reserved for patients whose disease is too extensive for resection or whose liver function will not allow surgery. Because
there was no clear consensus on the management of 1 cm to
2 cm liver nodules, a decision analysis (19) was used to compare the outcomes of three strategies for the management of
1 cm to 2 cm liver nodules suspicious for HCC: needle biopsy
and hepatic resection of positive nodules, resection without
biopsy, and continued surveillance with imaging followed by
resection of nodules with growth suggestive of HCC.

METHODS
A decision analysis incorporating the Markov model, a
method used to represent the natural history of conditions with
ongoing risk (20,21), was developed. The model estimates the
prognosis of a cohort of hypothetical patients by describing transitions between discrete health states during specified cycles.
The model was terminated when less than 0.001% of the cohort
remained alive and then the average unadjusted and qualityadjusted life expectancies were calculated under each strategy.
DATA 4.0 software was used to construct the model (22).
The initial cohort consisted of 55-year-old men and women
with compensated cirrhosis (Child-Pugh class A) and no serious
comorbidities that would decrease their life expectancy (LE) or
represent a contraindication to surgery. All patients had a solitary liver nodule, 1 cm to 2 cm in diameter, which was suspicious for HCC based on US and CT findings. The model
incorporated the diagnostic test characteristics, the prevalence
of HCC, the natural history of cirrhosis, HCC development,
recurrence and treatment, and mortality due to liver disease,
HCC, treatment or causes unrelated to liver disease.
Three strategies were evaluated: immediate resection,
continued surveillance until growth suggestive of malignancy
occurred, and biopsy with resection if positive. Patients
assigned to the immediate resection strategy (Figure 1A)
492

underwent liver resection unless the surgery was aborted due to
the intraoperative finding of extensive disease such that cure
was not possible. The assumption was made that such findings
indicated the original nodule was truly HCC and that after surgery these patients would receive palliative care. Patients who
underwent successful resection had follow-up sessions of US
surveillance every three months, and those who developed a
newly detected nodule that grew steadily and had imaging
characteristics typical of HCC were candidates for orthotopic
liver transplantation (OLT). Patients who developed decompensated cirrhosis discontinued HCC surveillance and were
candidates for OLT for their cirrhosis. Those who had or developed a contraindication to OLT, such as progression of HCC
beyond the usual transplant criteria (13,23) while waiting for a
donor organ, underwent no further treatment except palliation.
The second group of patients had follow-up sessions of US
surveillance every three months, unless they developed liver
decompensation (Figure 1B). Any patient with compensated
cirrhosis whose nodule grew steadily and had imaging characteristics typical of HCC was considered for liver resection.
These patients then followed the course of patients with HCC
in the resection strategy. However, with each monthly cycle,
patients risked developing liver decompensation or unresectable HCC. Patients whose nodules were benign and did
not grow continued US surveillance and remained at risk for
developing another nodule, which would be followed with surveillance. Their prognosis depended on the growth of the nodule, resectability of HCC, progression of cirrhosis, tumour
recurrence, suitability for OLT and mortality from surgery, cirrhosis, HCC and nonspecific causes. Patients who developed
liver decompensation discontinued US surveillance for HCC
and were considered for OLT.
For the biopsy strategy (Figure 1C), all patients with positive biopsy results underwent liver resection. The prognosis of
patients with true positive results was the same as that of
HCC-positive patients in the immediate resection strategy,
providing that they did not experience biopsy-related mortality
or seeding of tumour cells along the needle track. Patients with
false-positive results had unnecessary hepatic resection, putting them at risk for perioperative mortality or liver decompensation. Survivors of resection would continue HCC
surveillance and would be candidates for OLT, not repeat
resection, for the treatment of subsequent HCC. If they developed liver decompensation, US surveillance was discontinued
and the patients were considered for OLT. Patients with negative biopsy results, (either true-negative or false-negative),
received no immediate therapy but continued US surveillance
every three months. Their prognosis would be similar to that of
patients in the surveillance strategy. Patients with falsenegative biopsies would be at risk of developing unresectable
HCC or liver decompensation before HCC detection.
The output from the model was expressed as quality-adjusted
life expectancy (QALE) and LE, in months, for each of the
strategies.
Summary of data used in the model
Table 1 shows the rates, probabilities and utilities, with their
plausible low and high values, for the important parameters
in the model. All given rates and probabilities were converted
into monthly probabilities for use in the model, assuming an
exponential distribution for timed outcomes where necessary
(24).
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TABLE 1
Model variables: Test characteristics, probabilities and
utilities with base case values and ranges

A
Resect

Cirrhosis A
Post resection

Decompensate

Variable

Base case Low

High

References

HCC incidence and screening test characteristics
Aborted
Resection
(HCC+)

Recurrent /
New HCC

Incurable
HCC

Liver Transplant
Waiting List

Death

To Resection
Subtree

HCC Positive

HCC
Diagnosed

Decompensate

Liver Transplant
Waiting List

0.05

0.02

0.08

(3,4,6,12,30-34)

Prevalence of 1 cm to 2 cm HCC 0.68

0.50

0.90

(31,35)

Sensitivity of ultrasound

0.75

0.60

0.90

(31,34,37)

Specificity of ultrasound

0.88

0.70

0.95

(6,31,32,34,38)

Sensitivity of dual-phase CT

0.80

0.60

0.90

(32,41-44)

Specificity of dual-phase CT

0.90

0.80

0.95

(32,42-44)

Sensitivity of triphasic CT

0.88

0.80

0.95

(43,45-47)

in screening

Receive
Liver
Transplant

B
HCC Negative

Prevalence of HCC in cirrhosis

Death

Specificity of triphasic CT

0.99

0.90

1.00

(43,45-47)

Sensitivity of needle biopsy

0.70

0.50

0.95

(8,15,17,18,30,48)

Specificity of needle biopsy

0.90

0.80

1.00

(8,17)

0.75

0.65

0.85

(6,7,67)

0.3

0.2

0.4

Survival
Compensated cirrhosis
Five-year survival

Incurable
HCC

Decompensated cirrhosis

Receive
Liver
Transplant

Five-year survival
Death from needle biopsy

Death within 30 days of resection 0.01

C

(6,7,67)

0.0004 0.0001 0.001
0

0.03

0.4

0.6

(32,49-51)
(11,30,58-66)

Death from small HCC
Biopsy

Biopsy
Positive

To Resection
Subtree

Biopsy
Negative

New /
Diagnosed
HCC

Decompensate

Liver Transplant
Waiting List

Three-year survival

0.5

Three-month mortality

0.08

(6)

Annual mortality rate

0.2

0.05

0.45

(6,90-92,98)

0.2

0.1

0.4

(6,72)

Annual probability

0.04

0.02

0.1

(6,7,67,72)

Development of HCC

0.003

0.001

0.005 (3,4,6,12,31-34)

(69)

Death from incurable HCC
Death

One-year survival
Cirrhosis and HCC
Liver decompensation

Needle
Track
Seeding

Incurable
HCC

Receive
Liver
Transplant

Figure 1) Schematic diagrams of the Markov model for the decisions to
resect without biopsy (A), to continue surveillance (B) or to biopsy
(C). Note that all health states can proceed directly to death. Arrows
are omitted for simplicity. HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma; + Positive

The cohort
The latency period from HBV or HCV infection to the development of HCC is usually between 10 and 30 years (25,26) but
can be much longer. In North America and Europe, HCV is
the major cause of cirrhosis and it occurs later in life, so most
North American and European patients with HCC are 55 years
of age or older (15,27,28). Therefore, the starting age of the initial cohort was 55 years but a range of 40 to 75 years was
included in sensitivity analysis. Age-specific mortality rates
were calculated from standard life tables (29).
Incidence and natural history
The annual incidence of HCC is 2% to 6% in HBV patients with
cirrhosis, and 3% to 8% in patients with HCV and cirrhosis
(3,4,12,30). In the present model, the base case value was 5%,
with a range of 2% to 8% (3,4,6,12,31-34).
HCC nodules detected during surveillance of asymptomatic
cirrhotic patients are of varying sizes. The proportion of small
Can J Gastroenterol Vol 21 No 8 August 2007

Postresection recurrence of HCC
Annual recurrence rate

0.2

0.1

0.3

(32,67)

Five-year recurrence rate

0.7

0.5

0.85

(5,12,68)

Growth of HCC
Mean doubling time (days)

180

30

360

Probability of growth

0.3

0.2

0.4

(6,90,92,99-102)

0.015

0.005

0.05

(8,18,50,53,54,57)

For HCC, per year

0.07

0.02

0.1

(71,72)

For decompensated

0.033

0.015

0.05

Compensated cirrhosis

0.8

0.5

0.92 (32,73,76-80,103)

Decompensated cirrhosis

0.6

0.2

0.8

(32,73,76-80)

HCC with compensated cirrhosis 0.72

0.1

0.8

(32,73,76-78,103)

HCC with decompensated

0.57

0.1

0.8

(32,73,76-78,103)

Incurable HCC

0.4

0.2

0.6

(75,83)

Four weeks postresection

0.7

0.4

0.9

(32)

Liver transplant survivor

0.75

0.55

0.9

(32,75,83)

per six months
Needle-track seeding
after biopsy
Liver transplantation

cirrhosis, per year
Utilities

cirrhosis

CT Computed tomography; HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma
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nodules depends on the population being screened and the
frequency of surveillance. One study (17) reported that only
25% of HCCs detected during surveillance were smaller than
2 cm but five other studies (31,35) reported that 68% to 75%
of HCC nodules were single and smaller than 3 cm. The
assumption was made that the prevalence of 1 cm to 2 cm
HCC nodules that were not biopsy-proven would be fairly high
in these relatively young asymptomatic patients with compensated cirrhosis; therefore, a base case value was set at 68% and
the range was extended from 50% to 90%.
The literature on the natural history of cirrhosis and HCC
was reviewed to obtain data on rates of liver decompensation,
tumour growth and survival with cirrhosis and HCC, as shown
in Table 1. The monthly transition probabilities and plausible
ranges were calculated for use in the model from these data.
Diagnostic test characteristics
Patients entering the model had cirrhosis, and US and CT
results suspicious for HCC. The probability of a patient in the
cohort actually having HCC was calculated according to
Bayes’ theorem (36) and was dependent on the prevalence of
HCC in cirrhotic patients, the proportion of 1 cm to 2 cm nodules and the characteristics of the imaging tests (Appendix).
Variations in these parameters result in changes in the true
prevalence of HCC among the cohort entering the model.
The sensitivity of US as a screening test in HCC surveillance is reported to range from 70% to 80% (31,34,37), and a
baseline value of 75% was chosen. The specificity of US was
88% in the base case analysis, with a range of 70% to 95%
(6,31,32,34,38). CT was used as the diagnostic test in the
model. Recent advances in technology have increased the
accuracy of CT in confirming the diagnosis of HCC in suspicious nodules (39,40) but the latest techniques are not universally available at this time. The sensitivity of dual-phase CT is
reported to range from 60% to 88% and its specificity from
85% to 99% (32,41-44). Triphasic CT permits the detection of
venous ‘washout’ during the early or delayed phase, a valuable
diagnostic criterion for HCC (13,43). The sensitivity of
triphasic CT is reported to range from approximately 85% to
94%, with a specificity of 99% (43,45-47). For the base case, it
was assumed that dual-phase CT would be more widely available and the sensitivity and specificity of CT were set at 80%
and 90%, respectively. The model was also run using a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 99% to reflect the use of triphasic CT. For both US and CT, higher sensitivity and specificity
resulted in a higher proportion of the cohort being truly HCCpositive when entering the model.
Needle biopsy has a 20% to 40% false-negative rate, because
the needle may miss the cancerous cells, or the cells may be
incorrectly diagnosed as normal cirrhotic liver cells
(8,15,17,18,30,48). Seventy per cent was used as the base case
sensitivity of needle biopsy (range 50% to 95% in sensitivity
analysis). The base case specificity of biopsy was 90% (range
80% to 100%) (8,17).
Biopsy and treatments
Needle biopsy has a very small risk of immediate death, reported
to range from one to 37 cases per 100,000 (18,49-51). It also
carries the risk of spreading HCC along the needle track,
which often turns a potentially curable disease into an incurable one (8,14,18,31). Although in some cases local excision
of the implanted tumour is successful (8), in other cases more
494

extensive treatments are required (52-54) and are ultimately
not successful (54-56). Reported risks of tumour seeding vary
from as low as 0.005% (49,56) to as high as 5% (53). In recent
large studies, needle-track seeding occurred in 1.6% (8), 2.7%
(54) and 3.4% (57) of patients. The true incidence of seeding
and its outcome are not well documented and likely depend on
the type of needle used, the size of the tumour and the duration
of follow-up. Based on these limited data, 1.5% was used as the
base case probability of seeding and 0.05% to 5% as the plausible range. It was assumed that needle-track seeding resulted in
incurable HCC. This represents the worst-case scenario for the
outcome after needle-track seeding and biases the model
against the biopsy strategy. Sensitivity analysis was used to
examine the scenarios in which needle-track seeding never
occurred, and in which it was very high (5% to 10%).
Most of the data from the past five years reported that the
30-day perioperative mortality following liver resection ranges
from 0% to 3% (11,30,58-65), but at our centre even a 1%
mortality is considered high. In the model, a base case value of
1% and a range of 0% to 3% for the probability of death within
30 days of resection was used. Perioperative mortality in carefully
selected elderly patients (70 to 82 years of age) was reported to
be nearly double that of younger patients, although the difference was not statistically significant in the small sample
(66). Therefore, the excess perioperative mortality was
increased by 1% for every 15 years of age over 55 years of age,
until mortality reached a maximum value of 3% for patients
85 years and older.
The main problem associated with hepatic resection is that it
is not always curative and the HCC recurrence rate is approximately 50% after two to three years and at least 70% by five years
(5,12,67,68). OLT is one of the recommended treatments for
postresection recurrence of HCC (26,68-70) and the only treatment for patients with decompensated cirrhosis (12). In the
United States, between January 1995 and February 2004,
approximately 60% of HCC patients on the organ waiting list
received liver transplants, while approximately 23% died or
became too sick before a liver was available (71). Among
patients with decompensated cirrhosis, the annual probability of
getting a liver transplant was estimated to be 3.3%, with a plausible range of 1.7% to 4.9% (72).
Quality of life weights (utilities)
Utilities were obtained from published studies for the health
states represented in the model (Table 1). For consistency, utilities reported by Chong et al (73), that were obtained directly
from 193 patients with HCV using the standard gamble technique, were used for the base case values when available. The
entire ranges of reported utilities were used in sensitivity analysis.
The base case utility for compensated cirrhosis from Chong
et al (73) was 0.80. Reported utilities from patients and nonpatients ranged from 0.50 (74) to 0.92 (75), with most other values
in the range of 0.75 to 0.85 (32,75-80). Most of the reported utilities for decompensated cirrhosis were approximately 0.60, as
reported by Chong et al (73) and others (32,76-80), but they
ranged from 0.20 (74) to 0.80 (79). Utilities for HCC were
obtained from the Chong et al study, in which 10 (71%) of the
HCC patients were Child-Pugh class A and the remaining four
(29%) were Child-Pugh class B (73). These ambulatory patients
provided utilities ranging from 0.55 to 0.72 for their own health.
Based on these data, base case values of 0.72 were used for HCC
with compensated cirrhosis and 0.57 for HCC with decompensated
Can J Gastroenterol Vol 21 No 8 August 2007
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TABLE 2
Results of base case analysis

55
50

Biopsy

60.5

46.6

45

Resection

59.7

45.6

Surveillance

56.6

43.8

Decision

cirrhosis. These values were varied from 0.1 to 0.80, the ranges
reported in the literature (32,76-79,81,82). Reported utilities for
incurable or fatal HCC ranged from 0.2 (75) to 0.6 (83) and a
base case value of 0.4 was used in the present study.
Additional utility values used in the model are reported in
Table 1.
Model assumptions
The following assumptions were made in the model: small,
undetected tumours were asymptomatic and were not associated with an increased risk of death unless the tumour grew or
liver decompensation occurred; the probabilities of decompensation, and HCC development, growth and recurrence
were constant over time; and compliance with surveillance
was 100%.
Sensitivity analysis
One-way sensitivity analyses were performed to determine how
varying the value of each individual parameter within its plausible range affected the decision. The model is sensitive to a
parameter if the optimal decision changes within the range of
that parameter’s plausible values (84). Probabilistic sensitivity
analysis was also performed, in which each parameter was given
a probability distribution defined by its mean and plausible
range, and values from each distribution were randomly
selected in Monte Carlo trials (85). Beta distributions were
used for all of the parameters.

RESULTS
Base case analysis
Biopsy was the preferred strategy in the base case model but
both active strategies were favoured over surveillance (Table 2).
Biopsy yielded an average LE of 60.5 months, compared with
59.7 months with resection and only 56.6 months with surveillance. In terms of QALE, biopsy resulted in 46.6 qualityadjusted life months (QALMs), while resection and
surveillance resulted in 45.6 and 43.8 QALMs, respectively.
Therefore, the benefits of the biopsy strategy over the resection strategy were modest (0.8 months and 1.0 QALM), compared with its benefits over surveillance (3.9 months and
2.8 QALMs).
Survival rates for the HCC-positive patients were also
calculated using the decision model. The model predicted a
two-year survival rate of 74% and a five-year survival rate of
35% for HCC-positive patients who were resected without
biopsy or who had a true-positive biopsy. The predicted two-year
and five-year survival rates for patients who were initially
untreated due to false-negative biopsies or surveillance were
58% and 27%, respectively. These predicted rates were similar
to reported five-year postresection survival rates of approximately
30% to 60% (66,68,86-89) and two-year survival rates of 44%
and 56% in patients with small untreated HCC (some of
whom had advanced liver disease) (90-92).
Can J Gastroenterol Vol 21 No 8 August 2007

QALMs

Life expectancy (months)

Quality-adjusted
life expectancy (months)

Biopsy
Resect

40

threshold

35
dual-phase CT

triphasic CT

30
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Probability HCC-positive, post-imaging

Figure 2) One-way sensitivity analysis on the post-imaging probability
of the cohort being hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)-positive. The
arrows indicate the threshold value and the results when dual-phase and
triphasic computed tomography (CT) are used. QALMs Qualityadjusted life months

The probability of a patient having HCC following positive
US screening and dual-phase CT confirmation was 0.638.
Therefore, 63.8% of the cohort had HCC upon entering the
model. The decision to biopsy resulted in 19% of biopsied
patients having initially undiagnosed HCC (due to falsenegative results) and 3.6% undergoing unnecessary resection
(due to false-positive results). However, 36.2% of the patients
in the resection strategy had unnecessary resections and 63.8%
of the patients in the surveillance strategy had initially
untreated HCC. Therefore, the biopsy strategy resulted in the
fewest diagnostic and treatment errors.
The model was also analyzed using the test characteristics of triphasic CT (Table 1). With its superior diagnostic
accuracy, 95% of the cohort entering the model was HCCpositive. Resection therefore became the best strategy,
yielding a LE of 53.6 months, compared with 51.3 months
for the biopsy strategy. Corresponding QALMs were 40.9 for
resection and 39.2 for biopsy. The outcomes with surveillance were the least favourable at only 45.1 months and
34.5 QALMs.
Sensitivity analysis
One-way sensitivity analyses showed that the decision to
biopsy was sensitive to two parameters: the probability of being
HCC-positive (ie, the percentage of the cohort that was HCCpositive) based on the US and CT results (36) (Appendix) and
the sensitivity of biopsy. Resection became the preferred decision with variations in these parameters, but continued surveillance after the appearance of a suspicious lesion was never
the best decision.
Figure 2 and Table 3 show how variations in the percentage
of the cohort being HCC-positive affect the results of the model.
The postimaging probability of patients being HCC-positive
had to be less than 0.11, corresponding to unrealistically low
values for the specificity of US and CT, for surveillance to be the
preferred strategy. As the percentage of HCC-positive patients
in the cohort increased, and all other model parameters stayed
constant, biopsy became the preferred strategy. When more than
76% of the cohort was HCC-positive, there were fewer unnecessary resections in the resection strategy, the percentage of
missed HCC increased in the biopsy strategy and resection was
determined to be the best strategy. Figure 2 shows the results of
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TABLE 3
Effects of variations in postimaging hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)-positive probability in the cohort and biopsy
sensitivity on the output of the model

Parameter

Biopsy

Resection –
unnecessary
resections (%)

Value

Unnecessary
resections (%)

Missed HCC (%)

Preferred
decision

QALMs

HCC-positive per

0.11

89.0

8.9

3.3

Surveillance = biopsy*

59.2

ultrasound and

0.40

60.0

6.0

12.0

Biopsy

52.2

computed tomography

0.50

50.0

5.0

15.0

Biopsy

49.8

(% of cohort)

0.76

24.5

2.5

22.6

Resect = biopsy*

43.8

0.90

10.0

1.0

27.0

Resect

41.6

Biopsy sensitivity

0.95

5.0

0.05

28.0

Resect

40.9

0.40

36.2

6.4

38.4

Resect

45.6

0.45

36.2

6.0

32.0

Resect = biopsy*

45.6

0.70

36.2

6.4

29.0

Biopsy

46.6

0.80

36.2

6.4

12.8

Biopsy

47.0

0.90

36.2

6.4

6.4

Biopsy

47.4

*Threshold value at which two options provide equivalent health outcomes (quality-adjusted life months [QALMs])
55

50
49

Surveillance

Biopsy

Resect

Expected value (QALMs)

Biopsy

Expected value (QALMs)

48
47
46
45
44
43
42

Surveillance

Resect

50

45

40

35

41
30

40
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Probability of tumour seeding with needle biopsy

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Initial age of cohort (years)

Figure 3) Effects of tumour seeding with needle biopsy on the output of
the model. Values between the vertical arrows are within the plausible
range of values. QALMs Quality-adjusted life months

Figure 4) Quality-adjusted life months (QALMs) for cohorts of different initial ages as predicted by the model

the one-way sensitivity analysis and indicates the outcomes
associated with dual-phase and triphasic CT.
Increases in the sensitivity of biopsy, when all other
parameters remained constant, resulted in more favourable
outcomes for the biopsy strategy because there were fewer
missed cases of HCC (Table 3). The sensitivity of biopsy had
to be very low (less than 0.45), resulting in 32% of the HCCpositive patients being misdiagnosed, for resection to be the
better strategy.
The effects of tumour seeding with needle biopsy were also
examined. Due to the paucity of data from large studies, the
actual probability of needle seeding or its consequences was
uncertain so its probability was varied from 0 to 0.1, outside of
the plausible range of 0.005 to 0.05, in sensitivity analysis. In
the model, the assumption was made that needle seeding
resulted in incurable HCC, which represented the worst-case
scenario. However, even with this assumption, the threshold
value for the probability of tumour seeding was 0.06, above the
plausible range (Figure 3).
The decision was not sensitive to the initial age of the
patient cohort, but QALE decreased as initial age increased.
Also, the gains in QALE with the biopsy and resection strategies

relative to surveillance became smaller, as did the differences
in QALE between the two active strategies (Figure 4).
In the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, biopsy was the preferred strategy in 69.5% of the Monte Carlo simulations, resection was preferred in 30.5% and continued surveillance was
never optimal. Table 4 describes the outputs from 1000 Monte
Carlo simulations of the model. The mean ± SD difference in
QALMs between the biopsy and resection strategies was
1.0±2.1, ranging from –7.8 to +8.0. The difference in favour of
biopsy was greater than one month in 49.4% of the simulations.
The mean ± SD difference between biopsy and surveillance was
3.0±1.2 QALMs, ranging from 0.1 to 7.1. The difference was
greater than three months in 46% of the simulations.
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DISCUSSION
In our decision analysis, biopsy was determined to be the optimal
strategy for patients with 1 cm to 2 cm liver nodules suspicious for
HCC following US screening and confirmatory diagnosis with
dual-phase CT imaging. Biopsy yielded 1.0 QALM or 0.8 months
longer survival than immediate resection and 2.8 QALMs or
3.9 months longer survival than surveillance. Differences of two
months or more in LE are generally considered to be clinically
Can J Gastroenterol Vol 21 No 8 August 2007
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significant (84,93). Therefore, the choice between biopsy and
resection might be considered a close call, but both strategies
are significantly better than surveillance.
The decision was sensitive to the postimaging probability of
the cohort being HCC-positive and the sensitivity of biopsy.
Resection was the preferred decision when the US screening
and CT confirmation imaging tests were accurate enough that
more than 75.5% of the cohort entering the model were truly
HCC-positive. When dual-phase CT was used, the percentage
of HCC-positive patients was this high in only 58 (5.8%) of
1000 Monte Carlo simulation trials. When we adjusted the
base model with the reported sensitivity and specificity of
triphasic CT, 95% of the initial cohort was HCC-positive and
resection became the optimal strategy.
This finding is relevant to the practice guidelines for the
management of HCC recently published by the AASLD (13).
The criteria for radiological diagnosis of HCC have been revised
for triphasic CT such that the presence of ‘washout’ in the
venous phase confers specificity additional to that of arterial
hypervascularity. The current recommendation is that if the typical appearances are found on two dynamic studies in a 1 cm to
2 cm lesion, the diagnosis of HCC can be considered to be firm.
However, state-of-the-art equipment and experienced radiologists are required to interpret these findings (13). The model in
the present paper demonstrated that a more accurate radiological diagnosis would reduce the need for biopsy but did not alter
the finding that observation is the least preferred strategy.
Of late, fewer resections are being performed for small
HCC. Many centres are treating them with local ablation by
RFA or ethanol (13). This was not considered as a treatment
option in the model used in the present study because neither
the AASLD nor the EASL guidelines suggest that this is the
most appropriate therapy. Although RFA can be used for
lesions smaller than 2 cm with a high rate of complete ablation
(16), it is still not clear that ablation produces a better overall
outcome than resection. The only randomized controlled trial
that compared resection with RFA showed no difference in
four-year survivals between the two treatment groups (94).
The recurrence rate was higher in the ablated group but the
resected group had a higher rate of postoperative morbidity.
These results indicate that over a longer follow-up period the
group that received RFA will likely experience a higher mortality than the resected group.
We also did not consider liver transplantation as an initial
treatment for small HCC. Despite its documented efficacy in
selected patients (13,23), liver transplantation is seldom offered
as first-line therapy for patients who have compensated cirrhosis and a single resectable HCC smaller than 2 cm (15) due to a
shortage of organs and long wait times. Patients with such small
lesions do not get any additional priority for liver transplantation. Such patients would then be on a standard waiting list,
the length of which varies considerably from centre to centre.
The additional complexity required to model these differences
was beyond what we were trying to demonstrate in this study.
Our model was limited to patients with no significant comorbidity and we did not model the development or progression of
comorbid disease with time. Economic factors, such as the relative time, costs and resources associated with biopsy and surgery
were not included, which may have been important when the
model results indicated a ‘close call’ between the two decisions.
Despite these limitations, we believe that our analysis
represents a useful contribution to the literature. It follows
Can J Gastroenterol Vol 21 No 8 August 2007

TABLE 4
Results of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations
Expected value (QALMs)
Biopsy

Resect

47.7

46.7

4.5

4.6

4.5

Minimum

33.6

33.4

31.7

Median

47.5

46.5

44.5

Maximum

64.5

60.9

63.1

% optimal

69.5

30.5

0.0

Mean
Standard deviation

Surveillance
44.7

QALMs Quality-adjusted life months

patients with compensated cirrhosis from the appearance of a
suspicious small nodule to death, incorporating events such
as liver decompensation and its treatment, and continued
surveillance and treatment for new or recurring HCC. Other
published decision analyses concerning HCC screening
(6,32) or treatment (7,67,83,95) modelled only a window in
this chain of events. The one published decision analysis
(96) that modelled biopsy and treatment of the small liver
nodule used three-year survival estimates from the literature
as outcomes for resection, local ablation, OLT or untreated
HCC, with or without prior biopsy. The results of this analysis indicated that immediate OLT, without biopsy, was the
preferred strategy for nodules diagnosed as HCC following
imaging and serum alpha-fetoprotein. However, the long wait
time for OLT limited its advantage over resection.
Furthermore, the model did not include rescreening for
patients with initial false-negative biopsies so, these patients
had untreated HCC. In an earlier version of our model, in
which patients with false-negative biopsies underwent no further surveillance or intervention, immediate resection yielded
higher QALMs and LE than biopsy (97). These results are in
accordance with the recommendation that a negative biopsy
of a visible nodule should not be used as a criterion to rule
out malignancy (12).
Our model identified several factors on which the decision to
biopsy relies. These include the initial prevalence of HCC in the
screened population and the accuracy of the imaging tests and
biopsy. Needle track seeding of the tumour did not modify the
decision to biopsy within the plausible range of its probability.
Our model indicated that patients with compensated cirrhosis,
small HCC and no serious comorbidity benefit from early confirmation of their diagnosis and prompt treatment. The model
emphatically indicates that the least effective strategy is to simply observe suspicious nodules until growth occurs.

CONCLUSION
The results indicate that patients who have small lesions found on
HCC screening should undergo appropriate radiological investigation and biopsy if the radiological appearances are atypical, and
undergo treatment if the diagnosis is confirmed by radiology or
biopsy. These results support the EASL and AASLD guidelines
(12,13) for the diagnosis and management of small HCC.
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APPENDIX
The probability of a patient in the cohort actually having
HCC was calculated as:
(sensitivity of ultrasound × sensitivity of CT ×
[prevalence of HCC in cirrhosis × prevalence of 1 cm to 2 cm HCC]) /
(sensitivity of ultrasound × sensitivity of CT ×
[prevalence of HCC × prevalence of 1 cm to 2 cm HCC] +
([1 – specificity of ultrasound] × [1 – specificity of CT] ×
[1 – prevalence of HCC × prevalence of 1 cm to 2 cm HCC])
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